[Conditioned reflex: detector and command neuron].
Conditioned reflex is characterized by plasticity resulting in a bilateral selective input-output linking. In simple nervous systems, input stimuli are represented by selective detectors connected with command neurons through plastic synapses strengthened during associative learning and weakened during extinction. The process of associative learning is due to temporal coincidence of excitation in both detector and command neurons. Short-term memory within a plastic synapses is mediated by phosphorilation of postsynaptic receptor molecules not requiring protein synthesis. Long-term synaptic memory parallels expression of immediate early genes that mediates structural gene expression and protein synthesis. A simple detector-command neuron association becomes more complex in the course of evolution. Input mechanism is supplemented with predetector interneurons preceding detectors. Detector selectively tuned to specific input stimulus is converging on a command neuron constitute selectivity mechanism for conditioned reflexes to complex stimuli. The complication also concerns the output mechanisms. Command neurons become more specialized, and an additional link of premotor interneurons is incorporated between command neurons and motor neurons. Via synapses, the command neurons can produce excitation in a particular set of premotor neurons controlling a specific set of motor neurons responsible for behavioral act configuration. Specialization of command neurons in combination with premotor neuron structures increases the variability of outputs. Conditioned reflexes with more complex inputs and more flexible outputs determine the diversity of acquired behaviors.